Let n and k be arbitrary natural numbers. We prove that for a typical continuous function f , every neighborhood of any periodic point of / with period n contains periodic points of / with period n • k .
The purpose of this paper is to examine the structure of the set of periodic points of typical continuous functions. We shall denote by C the set of continuous functions mapping the interval [0,1] into itself. This set becomes a metric space with the supremum metric. By the term "typical continuous function" we mean that the set of all functions having the property under consideration is a residual subset of the metric space C.
In [1] S. J. Agronsky, A. M. Bruckner, and M. Laczkovich proved that for a typical continuous function / any neighborhood of a periodic point contains periodic points of arbitrarily large periods. In this paper we prove that this result is true if "arbitrarily large periods" is replaced by "period k • n (k = 1 ,2 , ... ) " (Theorem 1). As a consequence, for a typical continuous / we have that P", , the set of periodic points with period n , is uncountable, dense in itself, but not closed. Also, P"f is a residual subset of Fix(/" ).
In [1] it is proved that, for a typical continuous /, Fix(/") is nowhere dense and perfect. In this paper we prove (Theorem 2) that Fix(/") is bilaterally strongly <P-porous. For f e C and n G N we define f"(x) by f\x) = f(x) and /"(x) = f(f"~\x)).
P" denotes the set of periodic points of f with period n. We denote Fix(/") = {x: f"(x) = x} ; then P"r = 1rix(f")\\Jk<nFix(f ). In particular Pj is a relatively open subset of Fix(/"). For / g C and e > 0 denote B(f,e) = {geC:\\f-g\\<e}. We prove by induction that each A¡ is residual. In [1] it is proved that the set A0 is a residual subset of C. Assume that flo</<n ^; *s a residual subset of C. We shall prove that An is also residual. If J e rio<;<n ^, an<^ I ls an arbitrary open interval then P"f n I = 0 implies Fix(/") n I = 0. For ieN and e > 0 we define the set of Qek by Q£k -{f e C : for any x0 G Pj there is x G T3, " such that |x -x0| < e}.
It will be sufficient to show that each Qfk contains a set which is open and dense. Let f e rio<«n ^/ anc* 'et e' > 0 be arbitrary. We prove that there exist g e B(f, e) and r, > 0 such that B(g ,n)cQck. Let {a,}¡=0 c [0,1]\ Fix(/") be a finite sequence such that a0 = 0, a, = 1 and 0 < ai+x -at < e for every 0 < i < I. Put Ji = [a(_, ,a¡] (/'= 1,...,/).
Choose a finite sequence {bj})=x C P" as follows: if 7(. n P" ¿ 0 (i= I , ... ,1) then there should exist an x0 G Ji n P"r such that the sequence {A,}î_, contains the orbit of x0 . Let z = z/n . We can choose bx , b2.bz so that they are contained in different orbits. Choose i|,6R so that
o</</, o<y<z (iii) nx < e/3, and (iv) if for some i Ji n P" = 0 and ||£ -/|| < 3r\x then /,. n Png = 0. This is possible since / G f|,<n -4, • Let 0 < u < r\x be such that if |x-y| < u then |/(x) -f(y)\ < nx. Then [b¡ -u/2, b¡ + u/2] n [bj -u/2, bj + u/2] = 0 for every I < i < j < z . We can now define the function g e C. First we define g on \j[f\bm) -u/2, f(bj + u/2] (m = 1, ... , z) i=\ using the following procedure. Let 1 < m < z be fixed but arbitrary and take x0 = bm . Put Ij = [fJ~\x0) -u/2, fJ~\x0) + u/2]. Let us define g on the set U"=| Ij so that the graph of g on this set will be included in the squares Ej = I x IJ+X (see Figure 1 It is easy to see that if r\ = t>/10 and q e B(h ,n) then q has periodic points of period k in the interval (x( -v/2, x( + v/2). Now we define the graph of g on 7, by translating the graph of h into Ex (using the translation that maps L onto Ex ). Thus we have defined g on \Jz¡=l[b¡ _ uß > °, + u/2].
Put g(at) = /(fl|.) (i = 0,1, ... , /). If 7,. n P* = 0_then let g\h = f\Jt.
For those x 's for which g has not yet been defined, let us define g so that 11/ _ S'il < »7, ; by the definition of u this is possible. Now if P", r\J¡.= 0 then PgCiJi = 0 or else P¡'kr\Ji / 0 . Thus £ G B(f, e) n ß^ and it is easy to see that if n = v/10 then 5(g , n) C B(f ,e) nQek. It follows that ßj[; contains Figure 2 an open dense set, and since f]E kQek c A we have that A is a residual subset of C. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We show that, for a typical continuous /, Pkf is a dense relatively open subset of Fix(fk) from which it will follow that, Pk, is a residual subset of Corollary 3. For a typical continuous f, P, is dense in itself.
Proof. Since, for a typical /, Fix(/ ) is dense in itself [1] , the statement follows from Corollary 1.
Remark. For a typical / there is x G Fix(/") such that in a suitable neighborhood of x, the periods of the periodic points are all multiples of n . Moreover, this is true for the points of a residual subset of Fix(/"). In [1] the authors proved that for a typical continuous function /, Fix(/")n n£, G"k is a residual subset of Fix(/").
Put B" = {x e P": there is V neighborhood of x such that for any periodic point y e V there is k such that period of y equal to n • k} . It is easy to see P" n fl£Li G"k c B" and therefore 73" is a residual subset of Fix(/").
In [1] it is proved that for a typical continuous / the set Fix(/ ) is nowhere dense and perfect. In Theorem 2 we shall prove that for every porosity premeasure (i. This completes the proof of the theorem.
